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Disclaimer
I declare that I have no proprietary, financial or other personal interest of any nature or 
kind in the product, service and /or company that will be discussed or considered during 
the proposed program.

I declare that I have no proprietary, financial or other personal interest of any nature or 
kind in a firm beneficially associated  with any product and/or service that will be discussed 
or considered during the proposed program.

I declare that I have no past or present financial interest, consulting position or other 
involvement of any nature or kind related to the program that could give rise to even a 
suspicion of a conflict of interest. 

All photos have been included with permission from the individuals or their legal guardians 
and/or are from the Public Domain of the www.

Some images not showing use of PPE’s are from before Covid 19 and should not be 
misconstrued. 

I admit  to fact that I am the president of the Canadian Society for Disability and Oral 
Health, however the opinions expressed in this presentation are mine alone and do not 
necessarily reflect those of the CSDH.



All photos by 
Rick Guidotti
positiveexposure.org 



What will it take to get you 
to change how you see?





A brief reflective  conversation  about the status 
of access to oral health  care in Canada for people 

living with disabilities
I want to challenge you all as an oral health care providers to see and hear what I  am about to 
present with a different set of eyes and ears

Some of this material may be difficult to accept but the information is real 

I want you to consider taking a different look at folks that are in fact, different 

Maybe you could consider spending just one day in their shoes

Think about barriers they face that  you might not have to face and how they struggle to  
overcome them

What do you think it will take to initiate a change in you?



Objectives

See people with disabilities through a new lens 

Become aware of the scope and incidence of people with disabilities in Canada 
(issues in Ontario may be highlighted)

Become aware of the barriers to access to care they face

Become familiar with some very fundamental  techniques to allow you to see and 
treat  people with disabilities with comfort, confidence and competence and 
discover the joy you feel at the end of the day for having positively affected 
another person’s life.



Before I go any further….

I am not so naïve to think that many of you do see folks with 
disabilities  and for that I applaud each and everyone of you 
and realize that in your  case I am indeed preaching to the 
choir.



However,
Since I can’t see you or be able to hear you,

a rhetorical question I would like to ask you, is,  

“Does anyone sitting in on this presentation have a disability?” 

(and do you view and deal with the world any differently than 

the folks you work with who do not have a disability?)

The point of this question I hope will become more apparent as we 
move through my presentation and continue to look for possible 
answers while continuing this conversation.



How we see- How folks with 
disabilities see



How people 
with disabilities 
are perceived by 
the 
medical(dental)
profession,
unwittingly 
creating barriers



How people with 
disabilities 
perceive society’s 
lack of 
accommodation, 
creating not only 
barriers but 
inherent 
discrimination



It’s how we
“see” others  
that creates 
the barriers



Have you heard the commercial 
from wethe15.org

https://www.wethe15.org
or seen the following video? 

WeThe15 | Campaign Film – YouTube

https://www.wethe15.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ng6mT_EJy2Q&ab_channel=ParalympicGames


www.wethe15.org



What do all these folks  have in 
common?



What about these folks?



Definitions and numbers



What is a disability?

What is your definition of the term Disability, and are you familiar with 
the actual definition(s) of disabilities?

…and they do come in several versions 

depending on which organization you access your information from



Official Definition(s)

Defining Disability    Disability is broadly defined as the consequence of an impairment that may be 

physical, cognitive, mental, sensory, emotional, developmental, or some combination of these. A disability 

may be present from birth or occur during a person's lifetime. Disabilities is an umbrella term, covering 

impairments, activity limitations, and participation restrictions. Impairments may include physical, sensory, 

and cognitive or developmental disabilities. Mental disorders (also known as psychiatric or psychosocial 

disability) and various types of chronic disease may also qualify as disabilities, (Different countries, regions, 

and even organizations often define disability in a similar - but slightly different manner). A disability may 

occur during a person's lifetime or may be present from birth. Disability can be classified into several 

different types of disabilities.

Disability: Benefits, Facts and Resources for Persons with Disabilities : Disabled World (disabled-world.com)

https://www.disabled-world.com/disability/types/
https://www.disabled-world.com/disability/


Variations of the Definition



And just one more 



What does the  definition of disability include ?



Some more examples 

Visible vs invisible disabilities



Numbers



When you look around in the world do you know how many people have 
disabilities in your community, in your city, in the province of Ontario, in Canada, in 
North America and in the world?

Easter Seals Timbres de Paques #UNSTOPABLE 

The Canadian numbers  above do not include 
anyone under 15 years of age

Most current information available on the www re: under 15



What do you think about when it 
comes to dealing with people with 

disabilities, 
outside of 

and inside the office?



What’s the first thing you think about when you hear the words, people with 
disabilities? (not necessarily related to your profession, i.e., when you are just out 
and about)

Can’t communicate with  them 
Medical problems
What’s wrong with them ?
Oh, that’s too bad.
They are so brave
Inspirational
I do feel sorry for them
It must be hard…
Better give them a wide berth
Why does she take that kid out in public?



Access to Oral Health Care – your work place

For those of us in the healthcare profession, specifically oral health care:

When you think about where you work:

Does your office see people with disabilities? I mean really “see”

Who, in fact, sees them (which staff member) if your office accepts them? 

How many people with disabilities does your office see in a day, in  a     
week, in a month?

Do you really know why you or your office may or may not be seeing them?

Who (really) makes the decision?



Are you working in an Educational, Public Health, LTC 
or Hospital setting?
What extra facilities  and infrastructure features are in place to accommodate 

these patients? 

Who actually sees the patient?

Is it a team approach?

What services are offered?

Are patients, if referred to you, sent for immediate needs only or ongoing care? 
(tough decision)

Is it expected that you will continue to see the patients once you have finished 

their immediate dental needs for which they were referred?



Who decides?
Is your office owned by a single operator or group practice?

Are you the owner /operator/partner of the practice? 

What is your office policy and philosophy regarding people 
with disabilities?

Is the practice owned by a corporation?

Do the owners of the corporation accept/permit people with 
disabilities into the practice?

Do you ever wonder why or why not?



What do you feel might work to create change
rank in order of impact?

Statistics – “Science” 

Testimonials – friends, colleagues, patients, caregivers

Personal and professional rewards – feel good

Financial reimbursement  

Low cost Continuing Education

The whole team is on board



Quite honestly, none of them work until you
have made the decision to change

Understand that this is my opinion after almost 45 years being a dentist 

and most of those as a paediatric dentist  (you know, one of those 

specialist  that look after people “of all ages” with disabilities )



News flash…..

Children become adults and have adult needs and need to be seen by 
dentists that treat adults

Many jurisdictions require that a paediatric dental office discharge a 
patient when they turn anywhere from 12 - 16 years old, including 
patients with disabilities.

Now what? 

Where do they go to receive their ongoing dental care?

If GP offices can’t or won’t see them who will? 

and 

What will it really take to change this situation?



What kind of person is able to deal with a 
person with disabilities ?

Ready >>> Comfortable  

Willing >>>  Confident

Able >>> Competent 



36

Who is this conversation for ?
DEFINITION

Ready = technically capable of completing dental procedures

Willing = interested in treating patients with special needs

Able = possesses the “soft” skills to treat patients with special 
needs

Ready ✓

Willing ✓

Able ✓

Ready ✓

Willing ✓

Able x

Ready x

Willing ✓

Able x/✓

Ready ✓

Willing x

Able x

WHO IS INVOLVED? Oral health teams 
already treating 
patients with 
special need

Oral health teams 
interested in but 
not currently 
treating patients 
with special needs

Undergrads 
interested in 
treating patients 
with special 
needs, but not 
qualified to 
practice

Oral health teams 
not interested, 
and never will be, 
in treating 
patients with 
special needs

From: Strategic Plan of the Canadian Society for Disability and Oral Health 2021©



Barriers – your personal awareness 



Barriers

What do you know about the barriers that people with disabilities face 
when it comes to oral care?



What are you aware of ?

What in  your mind are the biggest barriers to access to care in order of 
priority?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



What are you aware of ?

What in  your mind are the biggest barriers to access to care in order of 
priority?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Just think the first barriers that come to mind 
might be when you start to think about it



What are you aware of ?

What in  your mind are the biggest barriers to access to care in order of 
priority?

1. Lack of Education / Clinical Training/ Experience? 

2.

3.

4.

5.



What are you aware of ?

What in  your mind are the biggest barriers to access to care in order of 
priority?

1. Lack of Education /Training/Experience 

2. Lack of appropriate Funding? (for the time spent)

3.

4.

5.



What are you aware of ?

What in  your mind are the biggest barriers to access to care in order of 
priority?

1. Lack of Education/Training/Experience? 

2. Lack of appropriate Funding? (for the time spent)

3. Comfort level- yours and/or the patient’s? 
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5.



What are you aware of ?

What in  your mind are the biggest barriers to access to care in order of 
priority?

1. Lack of Education/Training/Experience?  

2. Lack of appropriate Funding? (for the time spent)

3. Comfort level- yours and/or the patient’s?

4. Confidence- What if I make a mistake?

5.



What are you aware of ?

What in  your mind are the biggest barriers to access to care in order of 
priority?

1. Lack of Education/Training/Experience?  

2. Lack of appropriate Funding? (for the time spent)

3. Comfort level- yours and/or the patient’s

4. Confidence- What if I make a mistake?

5. Does the owner of the practice support the idea of caring for people    
with disabilities? (note: the Dentist in the office may not be the 
owner)



So what’s new these days?



Let’s look at one organization that has 
reviewed the material in depth 

Are there, in fact, different types of barriers that 
uniquely address specific elements of the entire 
problem?



Canadian Society of Disability & Oral Health (csdh.ca)

https://csdh.ca/


Barriers



CURRENT STATE:  Key findings* ….
Barriers to Access to Care Internal to CSDH

Patient Barriers Provider Barriers

• Not enough providers

• Provider location

• Unreliable 
Transportation

• Physical & functional 
access to offices & 
diagnostic equipment

• Lack of advocates

• Oral health not a priority 
for some

Systemic Barriers

• Lack of “soft skills” and 
specialized knowledge in 
treatment planning and 
appropriate provision of 
preventive and 
restorative care using 
interventive strategies 
(e.g., GA, conscious 
sedation, etc.)

• Self-imposed boundaries 
regarding expected 
outcomes

• Some not willing

• Highly committed 
Board members

• Bylaws in place 
Strategic objectives 
Identified

• Insufficient resources 

• ( funds and members )

• Insufficient funding

• Lack of relevant 
information

• Insufficient # of OR/GA 
facilities

• Inconsistent referral & 
transition practices

• Some SN agencies do not 
focus on oral health

• Gov’t & some agencies 
lack of awareness of 
implications of 
neglecting oral health

* From October 2020 Strategic Plan  Development Canadian Society for Disability and Oral Health ©



Let’s discuss a few of these primary barriers and 
recommendations provided and elaborated in:

Access to Oral Health Care for Individuals with Developmental Disabilities: An Umbrella Review 
Keith Da Silva, DDS, FRCD(C) 
Julie W. Farmer, RDH, MSc 

Carlos Quiñonez, DMD, MSc, PhD, FRCD(C) 
Prepared for the Federal-Provincial-Territorial Dental Directors Working Group October 2017 

access for people with developmental disabilities 2017.pdf (hpda.ca)

https://hpda.ca/resources/Documents/access%20for%20people%20with%20developmental%20disabilities%202017.pdf




Patient Barrier – not enough providers

Unique Dental Center Treats Disabled Patients - Bing video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=cerebral+patient+at+the+dentist&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcerebral%2520patient%2520at%2520the%2520dentist%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dcerebral%2520patient%2520at%2520the%2520dentist%26sc%3d0-31%26sk%3d%26cvid%3d81482CA48F2E4E5C94496A4A5641298E&view=detail&mid=A07373C624169F20EF9DA07373C624169F20EF9D&&FORM=VDRVRV


Why do you think some oral health care professionals 
are just not able to or willing to see and treat anyone 
with a disability? (2019 Ipsos poll)

What’s 
missing ?



Provider Barriers

Survey of Core values – Study done by Dr. Quinonez et al 2014 



Sadly the 
results are 
a bit 
disheartening



Sadly the 
results are a bit 
disheartening

Here is where 
it gets 
uncomfortable  



Education





Education - Training (must be mandatory) needs to be included 
in dental (oral health care providers) school curriculums

I will submit to 
you, this cannot 
be an elective. 
How as a 
potential 
healthcare 
professionalcan
you presume to 
ignore the 
education that 
would assist you 
in caring for 
people  
disabilities?



Education needs to start early including clinical experience



Remember, adult patients with disabilities, have adult dental needs that 

often go beyond the scope of treatment provided by a paediatric dentist, or 

they may just require ongoing regular care and family. General dentists and 

their team can and should, to a certain degree, be able to fulfill these needs. 

This is where the willingness to  learn must come in. Many more family 

dentists need to familiarize themselves with the scope of the issues facing 

people with special needs and how they and their team can learn to deal 

with them. 

One of the CSDH’s goals is to:

Increase number of ready, willing and able oral health care providers 

CSDH is committed to increasing the awareness, knowledge and skill of oral 

health professionals to care for this population. This has to begin with 

students in the oral health and related professions.

Up to 80% of Dental school Deans and students  in the USA 
feel they are not qualified to treat people with special 
needs upon Graduation…Dr. Alan Wong, President AADMD

2010



Let’s look at these numbers a little closer





Post Dental School access to information 
-we will come back to this a little later



Systemic Barrier 



Recognize the need to treat the 
patient as a person with concerns, 
needs and wants and nor just a  
completion of  a procedure



Systemic 
Barrier -
Snapshot of 
some 
associations 
between oral 
health and 
general 
health



Ipsos poll 

Q5. It is recognized that adequate financial compensation is 
an ongoing issue for many dentists treating patients with 
special health care needs. Other than financial 
remuneration, what do you think are the main challenges 
dentists face when treating patients with special health care 
needs? Base: All Respondents (n=1,457)



Systemic Barrier - Financial  
Reimbursement levels are inadequate, we all realize this  
ODA working on this issue –however….



Where do we start ?



What are some of  the things we can change now ?

access for people with developmental disabilities 2017.pdf (hpda.ca)

Of course the opposite can also be true - OP

https://hpda.ca/resources/Documents/access%20for%20people%20with%20developmental%20disabilities%202017.pdf


What are some of  the things we can change now ?



Who do you know and how do 
you feel? 



Do  you know someone with a disability?

How has this impacted you and your views about caring for people with 
disabilities in  your practice or where  you work?

Do you challenge others to get involved?



What about spending just one day in a wheel chair or 
with  your eyes covered, ears plugged or not being able 
to understand verbally or visually what is going on in the 
world around you ?

I couldn’t imagine it …..can you?



Which disability do you think you might be able to 
live with? 

How do  you see it impacting how you live your life?

1.

2. 

3.

4. 

5.

Just imagine if you can, living with any single 
disability, just one, never mind multiple, how 
do you think it would it change  your life and 
how would you  hope others would treat you? 



Difficult things to think about when living in 
someone else’s shoes 
What if…. 

you couldn’t feed yourself, 

or you have to have someone help you take you a bath, 

or help go to the bathroom, 

or assist you with your personal hygiene,

or speak for you,

or make decisions for you?

What if……



What type of person(ality) gets  involved in 
oral health care for people with disabilities? 

In reality, it 
definitely takes 
more than 
Empathy, but it’s 
a start …
But can you,or
rather, how do 
you teach 
someone to be 
empathetic?



You have agreed to see a new patient with disabilities

What’s your very first  impression, the first thought that comes to mind 
when you see someone like this, as they arrive through the front door of 
your office?

First impressions can be very unkind, unfair  and truly destructive 
or extremely empowering



What do you 
think, 
based on first 
impression, 
he is selling?



Well, meet Dr. Jacob Dent, of Lake Charles Louisiana 
and “That’s a suit!”
First Impressions make all the difference

“How we see people with disabilities at 
first site and judge them is human 
nature”

Dr. Dent treats only patients with 
disabilities in his practice and will tell you 
he makes a very good living at it 

But it took something very “special “ to 
make him change.

I could leave it there 

But….



It’s all about Rewards
at least that’s how I look at it 



What kind of non-financial rewards are there, 
caring for people with disabilities? 

Each and everyone of you has to make that first very personal and 
professional decision

If I am not seeing patients with disabilities…….what is holding me back? 

If I don’t see them...who will? 



Personal rewards 

You can’t beat the warmth and sincerity of a hug (with permission) and a “thank 
you” from an appreciative patient or kind word or gesture no matter what their 
ability  to communicate is, that you might or, in fact, might not comprehend 

Going home after a challenging day and knowing you did some good for someone, 
who might otherwise not have received the attention or care you offered, and 
which you provided to the best of your ability

Sometimes it’s nothing more than a few minutes of total undivided and care that 
makes all the difference.

Do not sell yourself short – you can do this.



Personal Rewards - Giving back 

We all do it: 

Pro bono work

Volunteering

Donations

Time, personal and professional

Material goods for things like silent 
auctions for favourite charities 

Doing mission work 

It is our choice to make



Let’s look at just one example – Volunteering
You give of yourself and your time without any financial reward or 
recognition–why? It just feels good!!!!!



Is it all about Ethics?



What about professional obligation?
All graduates from a school that is a regulated oral 

Healthcare professional facility take an oath – this is just one example.



I am sure all Western Grads will recognize this



What do we currently have in Canada as it 
relates to caring for people with Disabilities 

Canadian Dental Association (cda-adc.ca)

http://www.cda-adc.ca/en/index.asp


In Ontario our RCDSO’s Code of Ethics  has a very 
clear set of Principles 



Inclusive yes….but as a profession are we?



RCDSO Code of Ethics
The dental profession holds a special place of trust within society. As a result, society extends 
opportunities and privileges to the profession that are not available to the public at large. In 
return, the profession makes a commitment that its members will adhere to high standards of 
clinical expertise and ethical conduct.

The ethical behavior of dentists is one of the most important factors in the promotion of 
quality dental care and recognition of dentists as professionals.

Continued public trust in the dental profession is dependent on the commitment of individual 
dentists to high standards of ethical conduct.

These principles are based on the core ethical values of integrity, fairness, beneficence, 
compassion and respect for patient autonomy.

Of the 15 Principles  listed this is the one I want to highlight 

2. Be truthful, obey the law, and provide care with respect for human rights and dignity 
and without discrimination.



Home - Ontario Dental Association (oda.ca)

https://oda.ca/


A stronger position – is this what we need?
The ADA….it is the 
law

Home - American Dental Association (ada.org)

https://www.ada.org/en


This appears to be pretty clear….



Teamwork and how and where 
to get started 



Are you and your team comfortable seeing people 
with disabilities?
Don’t sell yourself short 
Success is not just measured in dollar and cents



Post Dental School access to information 
-35 slides ago



You may have determined with all the CE’s out there that 
you have taken when to refer but, who are you going to 
refer to? 

Folks- (bad news) there is no specialty that deals uniquely with/ for 
people with disabilities anywhere in North America 



Spoiler Alert – ODA ASM 2022



Clive Friedman – London Ont. Canada 

clive@dentistryforkids.ca

Now that you have 
changed How you see

What Next ?

mailto:clive@dentistryforkids.ca


Resources available 



ODA and CDA 
share resources.

Getting-Started_Pre-Visit-Questionnaire_CDA.ODA_En.pdf

https://www.oda.ca/wp-content/uploads/resource-library/Getting-Started_Pre-Visit-Questionnaire_CDA.ODA_En.pdf


Available on 
CDA and ODA 
websites 



Documents (Tools)  on the CDA website
Case Complexity Assessment Tool

Canadian Dental Association (cda-adc.ca)
cda-adc.ca/specialneeds

https://www.cda-adc.ca/en/oral_health/cfyt/special_needs/assessment/Default.asp?utm_medium=email&utm_source=rasa_io


Canadian Dental Association (cda-adc.ca)

https://www.cda-adc.ca/en/oral_health/cfyt/special_needs/assessment/Default.asp?utm_medium=email&utm_source=rasa_io


Transition Tool
Patient and Family and Caregiver concerns



Transition Tool
Oral Health Care Professionals’ Concerns



ProcessTransitionTool_EN.pdf (cda-adc.ca)

https://www.cda-adc.ca/_files/oral_health/cfyt/special_needs/ProcessTransitionTool_EN.pdf


Transition Tool



One parent’s concern 



Help! -Teeth hurt
This is what is at the core of the current dilemma when 
it comes to access to oral health care  adults with 
disabilities  



The patient has come to your office:

Concerns
Expectations 
Goals 
How do you measure Success?



Elements of Care

Getting information / sharing information

Transition Tool 

Case complexity Tool

Preparing for the visit

Who makes first contact

“Getting the patient into the office”

What are you trying to accomplish

What constitutes success



What makes up a successful visit?

Could be as simple as: 

Getting information and orientation to the office

Getting to know the patient – with a visit to the office

Evaluating and discussing how best to communicate

Time line and realistic goals for the visit 

What is the  next  step?



How to examen a patient at the first visit

Transition tool

Case Complexity Tool

Communicate with patient and caregiver – pre-visit information 
exchange

Ask the questions:

What has been tried?

What worked? 

What didn’t work?

Come to an agreement, that means you include everyone especially the 
patient, on how far to go on the first visit



Just some examples of what is 
possible 



Cases and first steps 1
Autism 

Canadian Dental Association (cda-adc.ca)

http://www.cda-adc.ca/en/oral_health/cfyt/special_needs/helpful_links/autism.asp


Cases and first steps 2
Cerebral Palsy



Cases and first steps 3
Down Syndrome



Cases and first steps 4 (a)

Alzheimer’s Disease



Cases and first steps 4 (b)
The Importance of Environment in Dental Care for People Living 

with Dementia - with Teepa Snow



References and web sites

Home - Ontario Dental Association (oda.ca)

Canadian Dental Association (cda-adc.ca)

Home - American Dental Association (ada.org)

Home (rcdso.org)

National Institutes of Health (NIH) | Turning Discovery Into Health

Positive Exposure - The spirit of differencePositive Exposure | The spirit of difference

CBC News - Latest Canada, World, Entertainment and Business News

Oral Health: Mapping Gaps & Setting Standards – CASDA | ACTSA

OscarPD – ORAL SPECIAL CARE ACADEMIC RESOURCES

9789241509619_eng.pdf (afri-can.org)

https://oda.ca/
https://www.cda-adc.ca/en/index.asp
https://www.ada.org/en
https://www.rcdso.org/en-ca/home
https://www.nih.gov/
https://positiveexposure.org/
https://www.cbc.ca/news
https://www.casda.ca/professional_csdh/
https://oscarpd.ro/
https://afri-can.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/9789241509619_eng.pdf


Quick access to video clips

https://www.wethe15.org

Unique Dental Center Treats Disabled Patients - Bing video

Penn Dental Medicine Care Center for Persons with Disabilities - Bing video

Dr. Jacob Dent, Special Needs Dentistry for the General Dentist - Bing video

https://youtu.be/lTqPd_lkHFM

How to Initiate a Dental Examination for a Patient with Autism - YouTube

An observation about cerebral palsy and the dentist – YouTube

At The Dentist With Cerebral Palsy The Little Life - YouTube

Dentist offers free dental car for people with Down Syndrome - Bing video

Dentist takes dementia training - Bing video

The Importance of Environment in Dental Care for People Living with Dementia - with Teepa Snow -
Bing video

https://www.wethe15.org/
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=cerebral+patient+at+the+dentist&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcerebral%2520patient%2520at%2520the%2520dentist%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dcerebral%2520patient%2520at%2520the%2520dentist%26sc%3d0-31%26sk%3d%26cvid%3d81482CA48F2E4E5C94496A4A5641298E&view=detail&mid=A07373C624169F20EF9DA07373C624169F20EF9D&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=person+with+disabilities+going+to+the+dentist&docid=608033555311369174&mid=1FC0735DE9C4D32D5D6D1FC0735DE9C4D32D5D6D&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jacob+dent+on+youtube&docid=608013480602440452&mid=A83B0F8116C58E354BB1A83B0F8116C58E354BB1&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://youtu.be/lTqPd_lkHFM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OIXOyZJfZWI&ab_channel=SpecialCareDentistry
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtrwR-Ycjzs&ab_channel=lofdifferently
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NwoILckHSo&ab_channel=the3littlekids
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+of+down+syndrome+patient+at+the+dentist+office&&view=detail&mid=047FBC2D14250783145C047FBC2D14250783145C&&FORM=VDRVSR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+Dementia+patient+at+the+denatl+office&docid=608041861745672549&mid=B0AFFB7B2C62A4F2D43DB0AFFB7B2C62A4F2D43D&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+Dementia+patient+at+the+denatl+office&docid=608038700642823682&mid=229DF6E18DA8345655F7229DF6E18DA8345655F7&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


Tools and resources on the web

RCDSO       Home (rcdso.org)

ODA          Caring for Persons with Special Needs - Ontario Dental Association (oda.ca)

ODA          Getting-Started_Pre-Visit-Questionnaire_CDA.ODA_En.pdf

ODA          ODA Strategic Plan 2021-2024 - Ontario Dental Association

CDA          In Brief - Access to Care for Patients with Special Needs - Bing video

CDA          Canadian Dental Association (cda-adc.ca)

CSDH        csdh.ca

Aboutface  Home - AboutFace

CASDA      CASDA | ACTSA – Canadian Autism Spectrum Disorder Association

CDHA        Home (cdha.ca)

CDAA        - CDAA

https://www.rcdso.org/en-ca
https://oda.ca/member-resources/patient-education-and-communication/caring-for-persons-with-special-needs/
https://www.oda.ca/wp-content/uploads/resource-library/Getting-Started_Pre-Visit-Questionnaire_CDA.ODA_En.pdf
https://www.oda.ca/about-us/oda-strategic-plan-2021-2024/
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Special+Needs+Dental+Services&&view=detail&mid=6E73165D1AFD0419E7A96E73165D1AFD0419E7A9&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DSpecial%2BNeeds%2BDental%2BServices%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.cda-adc.ca/en/oral_health/cfyt/special_needs/helpful_links/alzheimerdementia.asp
https://www.aboutface.ca/
https://www.casda.ca/
https://www.cdha.ca/
https://www.cdaa.ca/?lang=en


Summary – my thoughts, your choice 

It’s time to change how you see people with disabilities

You can make a difference in someone else’s life

The choice is yours

The tools and resources are there

It starts with that first step



My friend Rick Guidotti …check it out …thank you

Positive Exposure - The spirit of difference Positive Exposure | The spirit of difference

https://positiveexposure.org/

